
 

PSPO PUBLIC CONSULTATION 2022 COMMENTS 

Litter , dog fouling really has increased in Leytonstone in particular: this needs to be addressed urgently. Also 
begging in and around Leytonstone station as well as rough sleepers in around the station.        

Why is it only aggressive begging and not ALL begging? Begging is illegal in the UK and this should be enforced. I live in Leytonstone and there is a well 
established group of professional buggers who operate in the tube station tunnel and at various points in the high street 

 

Loud exhausts on cars and bikes plus excessive speed 

No loud exhausts, of the kind found on the cars parked outside Unions Cafe 373 High Rd Leyton, London E10 5NA every day. Should be quite easy to stop 
them, even though they're the Albanian mafia. 

Groups of youths loitering and therefore being intimidating  

Loud music from speakers in parks after an agreed hour 9/10pm? 

parking in disabled bays without a blue badge 

Riding adult bikes or electric scooters at speed on pavements 

There is significant gathering of youths on toddlers playgrounds on Sopwith Avenue after school hours. They harass and intimidate children, litter, and 
ruin the entire street. There should be restrictions on the use of facilities by groups of teenagers especially children's playgrounds 

Please stop criminalising normal people trying to live their lives in the borough 

Can anything be done about cyclists and e-scooters on the pavement? 

If you are going to do this can you please start controlling the mopeds. Up and down Hoe st they are lethal, as well as blocking up the pavement. Of 
course it is a bigger issue of Deliveroo etc creating zero hours contracts and paying people a pittance, but they way they ride is so dangerous. 

Mopeds are a huge issue within the borough. They do not use the roads properly and go onto the pavement when there are people walking on them. 
Furthermore electric bikes and scooters are also becoming an increasong problem and something should be done to tackle the speed in which they ride 
on the pavement. More needs to be done. 

Please include the driving of cars which have had the motor silencer deliberately removed. 

yES ACTUALLY HAVE PEOPLE PATROL THESE AREAS, NOT JUST STICK UP SILLY LITTLE NOTICES 

Q10 Point 6 add: Or in turning circles/points adjacent or nearby school premises. 

Drug related Crime. Customers blocking pavement on Murchison Rd 

THe first restriction means that if i am carrying a bottle of wine from the supermarket to my car in the supermarket car park a 
PCSO can demand i hand it over. I used to do motorbike training and it involves groups of more than three bikers gathering. 
ANd so on, most of the restrictions are infringements of civil liberty and should be drafted much more narrowly.  
Big public drug usage issue in Walthamstow. 
THIS NEEDS YO BE ADDRESSED  

 

Pick pocketing 

Drug dealing and taking 
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It's vital the PSPO is borough wide otherwise they will all congregate in the areas without it causing even more asb and having a detrimental affect on all 
areas it doesn't extend to 

Electric scooters have the potential to cause serious nuisance but not a problem in my area 

Selling and passing on of drugs from cars on residential streets and selling and their use in quiet woodland and other public areas.   

Larkswood playing field is a problem esp weekends and esp with motorbikes and now added benches there are gatherings of people drinking excessively   

Breaking into parks and allotments once locked. Use park guard to patrol problem areas such as Simmons Lane allotments and Pimp Hall Park in E4, 
especially over the summer holiday months. 

The last statement is too broad.  It is ok for vehicles to group espcially if it is a special interest group but not in an aggressive or harassing way, a group of 
moped mods is fine but two mopeds mounting pavements and circling people is not 

I am tired of being constantly asked for money and when none given get a load of disgusting abuse hurled at me  

public spaces must have public toilet facilities 

Moped drivers are a  problem in Chingford, particularly around Chingford Mount   where they congregate whilst waiting for a Delivery job.  They also 
speed and ride recklessly.     

No electric bikes or adults on bikes allowed on the pavements   

Any adult using bikes, scooters, mobility scooters (electric or not) on pavements or cycle lanes at speed or the wrong direction of traffic. 

Vandalism and graffiti 

Please do something about illegal e-scooter ownership in the borough, and especially the extremely dangerous usage of these vehicles on the 
pavements. Every time I go out, even on a short walk, I will experience an e-scooter passing me at speed on the pavement. Private ownership of these 
vehicles is illegal. Riding them on pavements is illegal. And yet nothing is being done! What sort of tragedy has to happen for this to be taken seriously? 

Excessive noise from music large gatherings of people making Excessive noise  

Loud cars and motor bikes. Speeding. 

Does failing to pick up from a dog defecating count under littering? I think this should be included if it is not already covered by existing rules. 

Parking across private driveways and blocking entrances to garages 

Men following women home at night  

Drugs, smoking weed and driving  

Riding of motor scooters on pavements  

Efficient  prosecution  of E scooters, 

Fly tipping is also a massive problem in the area.  

No groups of men/young adults loitering/smoking weed/hanging around in childrens parks (Sidmouth Park all hours of the day even after school time.  

Stop allowing hoards of motor scooters parking and riding on pavements. 

No skinning I’ll weed or smoking of drugs on the streets 

More cameras in known hotspots for ASB as a deterrent 
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Youths drug dealing on cycles 

I would like you to stop cyclists riding on pavements  going up one way streets the wrong way and going through red lights. At the moment the police do 
nothing about it. I also saw a cyclist in Leyton smoking a joint and riding up the middle of the wrong side of the road. We regularly get young men on 
bikes down our road leaving the smell of canabis as they go past. 

More interested in enforcement. Bakers Ave now regularly used as a hangout at ALL hours with excessive littering (including broken glass from boozing) 
and fly tipping a constant issue and drug use and dealing a sometimes issue. Really can't be much fun living by the bike hanger. 

Noise from car exhausts 

Drug use in public places 

Why do we need a "Specific Order" to be implemented to tackle crime, begging, harassment, fly tipping, public urination etc? I would have assumed that 
the law as it stands would be sufficient and the police or council would be in a position to take necessary action? 

I want a better clampdown of bad motorcyclists with L plates, zig zaging and weaving traffic in dangerous manners. Usually deliveroo drivers making the 
roads more dangerous. I would also like to clamp down on cyclist going through red light. I've seen this happen in front of police officers and nothing 
happens. 

No person shall ride a motorised scooter on pavements. 

Guidance on moped riders should be stronger to tackle the gatherings of delivery drivers who loiter in groups and drive their motorcycles  in a dangerous 
way around the streets and alleyways. 

Complete ban on drinking in public spaces, just like smoking. Zero tolerance on ASB and more police visibility and action 

Dangerous driving 

Just to comment that for Q10, the answer does not correlate with the questions, by yes, I mean I agree. 

Look at the housing right off the streets of the main ones as that’s where ppl start causing issues even though there is a small police stall there. Postcode 
E17 6GR erskine road has lots of issues because of illegal parking into private blocks as council refused to build a gate to protect us so anti socia 
bahvaiour has risen with drug dealing and smoking weed and thefts in building blocks, which we don’t understand why such a massive blockage!  

The playing of amplified music by buskers. It is continual in high st ward at weekends, and can be heard all day - you don’t hear market noise streets 
back, but you hear loud amplified music. I have zero issue with buskers playing non amplified music, but amplified it’s a constant nuisance  

Sleeping rough outside a residential area (One Hoe Street) 

You don't need to add any. You need to rewrite your poorly drafted, blanket prohibitions on bodily functions (spitting and peeing), drinking alcohol, 
meeting, and meeting on motorbikes. Those things are all perfectly legal in this country. If there is ASB associated with them, you need to address the 
ASB itself. A law that relies on an officer's subjective discretion to be enforced correctly is a bad law. If you don't know that, you shouldn't be in the 
business of creating prohibitions. 

control use of e-scooters/ensure pedestrian safety 

Actually enforce it 

Noisy cars should be stopped and fined, there is a huge problem with modified cars whose engines backfire 
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This should include electric scooters and dog control which have higher implications on day to day life in Walthamforest. It would have been useful to 
have the map embedded in the survey for reference 

Drug dealing/public drug use 

A lot of these activities are tolerable in some areas but should be enforced more proactively around schools. Street drinking, for example, can be a 
healthy community activity, especially for people with limited outdoor space of their own. But a crowd of tipsy adults in a park next to a school is a very 
different matter. Thanks! 

Adults riding bicycles on pavements.  It is very dangerous 

Use of electric scooters on pavements 

I think it's very important to keep the PSPO in place as vulnerable people who reside in the area need to feel safe moving around in the borough. 

I am a member of the Highams Residents Association. There have been problems with drug taking and selling in and around The Highams Park and The 
Highams Estate 

Railings to put at the top of the Charter Road 

I think that some action should be taken with cyclists who do not obey the Highway Code and frquently ride along streets contrary to the flow of traffic, 
Motorised skatebords and scooters using the roads and pavements as playgrounds. bicycles used for trade should be licensed, The vehicles for disabled 
nad elderly should when using pavements have a strict speed limit.  ed. 

Fine dog owners that do not pick up their dogs mess! 

Drug use 

Litter thrown from vehicles is a problem in the north of LBWF, most of it is from Leytonstone McDonalds. 

Parking within a specified distance is already an offence which includes points on licence!!!!!!! 

no. relax! Let people breath! Lets live together not us and them! What you propose is completely illegal. The mantra should be do no harm , this works 
both ways. 

Along The Charter Road, school side, there are often vehicles parked for dubious purposes, drug dealing and perhaps even a mobile knocking shop. 

Parking cars at the Highams Park entrance late at night and playing kid music. 

Dogs should be on a lead in Highams park during busy children/families in park for safety. 

Drug-taking + Nitrous Oxide cannisters 

Dog fouling, this is an ongoing issue in south chingford that is not being addressed and is getting worse. Both in parks and on the pavements. 

Abuse to women on Hoe st 

Drug dealing.   Support needs to be provided for homeless people that may be affected by the PSPO 

Racing cars 

Why does no one come to Thatched House and sort out the drugs and drinking? 

Ban the smoking of cannabis in residential areas/parks/woods - it is an overpowerlingly pungent smell which lingers for a long time and can cause 
headaches to passersby. 
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The infractions are far too subjective and subject to individual interpretation and abuse.  As written it is impossible to uniformly apply and begs for 
discriminatory application.  If conditions are such that remedies are required, a specific ordanance targeting those behaviors should be enacted 
specifically defining the infraction and penalty.   

You haven't mentioned cyclists. They are the greatest vehicle nuisance, riding through red lights and so nany times on the pavements despite there being 
cycle lanes 

I think the above questions answer my concerns. 

Concerned about youngsters dealing and smoking drugs in streets. 

Stop begging in Leytonstone subway and exit. Also Tesco. 

No Spitting 

I am unclear as to whether littering includes feeding vermin - we seem to have increasing populations of large rats where people persist in feeding large 
quantities of bread to pigeons/ducks etc. 

Litter. It seems to be making a comeback. After a few years of getting better it is now, I think getting worse. I understand that there are many reasons - 
open bin design/animal access, cultural, generational, efforts of council employees. My thinking is that the council don't have this as a high enough 
priority. The council should lead the way in speaking out, educating and controlling. d 

Fly tipping 

Sat or stood near parked cars playing loud music 

challenging behaviour from  anti- mask wearers 

Mostly what I notice a lot is that shooter and moped drivers along with cyclist and electric mopeds should be stopped more often as they do very much 
harm to pedestrians and causing harm/ stress/ intimidation through out  communities. 

Playing of loud music out of parked vehicles (in combination with drinking and nuisance as listed above) 

Use of non licensed powered scooters, bicycles or mopeds on pavements and pedestrianised areas. 

none, I think you overthinking about it 

Aggressive cycling or scooting 

EScooter free, cycling on paths especially where there are designated cycling, council needs to ensure these are kept debris free and pothole free to aid 
enforcement  

Pitbull dogs are off lead and unmuzzled all the time. Very worrying 

I see people are inhaling balloons ( Nitrous oxide- more commonly known as laughing gas) out in the open for people to see. 

All a waste of time and money as present   order is not enforced 
 

Motor Vehicles blocking pavements and cycle lanes, and motor vehicles speeding. 

Get rid of the private security force that threaten, fine and intimate people, many of whom are vulnerable, in the town Square and market area 

Groups of 3 or more hanging around outside a domestic premises leaning on their property for a 
prolonged period of time  
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PSPOs need to be enforced! We have a recurring issue in the car park at Bedford Road of people congregating there and playing loud music and drinking. 
They have been warned a few times, but keep coming back. Without enforcement (and therefore allocating resources to do so) there is no point. 

I think they should also be out at night or late because that's when alot of trouble occurs 

I have seen officers fine homeless or beggars that in no way appear aggressive as a local resident I'd like to suggest that aggressive begging is not part of 
the orders if  police cannot use it sensibly or are expected to use it to move people along its unnecessarily targeted. Also be good to include playing with 
fireworks  

Also include spitting. Tougher action is needed on all fronts as WF is now a gangland 

Mopeds/ bikes including electric/ scooters including electric should abide by the traffic/ speed restrictions. 

No, I would not like to add any other restrictions. However, I note that the evidence base file contains no evidence of overall impacts, or in relation to 
alternative approaches, and that this consultation provides no space for people to feed back on why they agree or disagree. Furthermore, the absence of 
an EQIA for this policy suggests it is not being developed in line with statutory requirements. 

A bit stronger policing of racing, engine revving and modded exhausts in general around Lea Bridge would be really appreciated 

more police and camera's watching area- action taken against offenders 

E scooters to be banned on the highway and ban bicycles from the footpaths, tackle drugs dealings and using  

Question 10 is very unclear, I don’t think we need those awful agency thugs managing these potential PSPO, I also think we need to be careful how we 
enforce these rules so that young, ethnic minorities are not unfairly criminalised  

Drug use 

Use of drugs, smoking weed in a public place for example 

How about enforcing it? Mopeds, drinking and  verbal abuse are a nuisance late evening at the weekend, no public toilets so urination is frequently seen, 
littering in our road is terrible due to people going to and from tube, school streets scheme abused by parents coming and parking before time as 
residents parking hours expire before school streets times (or people just park on yellow lines or double park.)  

No use of e-scooters on pavements  

The coffee shop at the corner of Hoe St & First Avenue attracts youths/young men every night who illegally park in the cycle path as well as on the the 
pedestrianised area. In addition litter from coffee cups is just thrown anywhere. This group can become abusive when their behaviour is raised.  

Smoking of marijuana in The Highams Park and adjacent lake and in Epping Forest is a huge problem. No smoking rule should be enforced in all parks and 
Epping Forest. Thanks. 

We get a lot of people in kings road area with dogs not clearing up there dog poo need to start handing out fines then it will stop. 

I am so weary of the religious broadcasting in the the town centre on the weekends. It is a nuisance and a disturbance. Could the Council please, please 
ban it. Can we finally have a quiet town centre, with our lovely market traders being the only people allowed to call out. Also, I would like to say that the 
distinction in the survey of begging versus aggressive begging should not be made. All begging is illegal and our tolerance of it supports many related 
problems in the town centre.  

No, but the above question does not make sense. 
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We have people doing balloons of laughing gas on Brunner Road most evenings in the summer. It's embarrassing to explain to our children, noisy and 
they leave a lot of mess. Please help 

What are you doing about the accordionist begging on the corner of Hoe Street and the High Street in front of Turtle Bay? This is a nuisance for residents 
in the flats surrounding it. He is aggressive and rude.  

Flytipping is a huge issue, would love cameras and fines at hotspots like Sidmouth Park. 

I would just like to say that I think £100 is steep in these areas. Even Boris Johnson only got fined £50. Gives a bad impression to people.  

Officers following people to 'catch them out' unacceptable behaviour.  

No idling especially outside schools. Drivers should not mount pavements (this happens frequently opposite Co-op on Higham Hill Road 

Inappropriate sexual comments to intimidate 

I would like something in regards to women being intimidated and harassed by men, but this is hard to quantify. 

Urinating, littering, fly tipping, being noisy in the middle of the night 

Any minicab or taxi driver caught urinating in public or on another persons property will have their minicab licence/hackney carriage licence revoked 

Using bicycles. Mopeds. Scooters etc on pavement! Huge problem on Hoe st near McDonald’s  

If you reinstated the public lavatories it would probably be cheaper to clean these than have enforcement officers trying to police this problem. 

We need more than 2 ASB officers. With police numbers down there is simply not enough police presence on the street so more support is needed. 

I am concerned that while these orders appear to be good they are open to abuse from members of the public who would seek to weapons law 
enforcement against enthic minorities or against anyone they have a verbal dispute with. Strong measures need to be put in place to discourage 
frivolous, malicious or racially profiled claims. 

Drug Dealing and Drug Taking in Public Spaces  

Make officers more visible on the streets. We see the same people every day causing a nuisance at chingford mount!!! Begging, drinking gettingabusive, 
urinating!! 

Two or more aimlessly wandering the streets at night normally with their heads or faces covered 

Littering from cars, smoking (and subsequent littering) 

Fines given for littering caused by McDonalds rubbish 

electric scooters are ASB 

Stopping outside schools - leave parents alone trying to drop their children off at school! Many key workers need the car to commute to work and 
parking around schools can be tough! I disagree with the litter enforcement since enforcement officers seem to use it as an excuse to "keep busy" rather 
than engaging with proper ASB - street beggars, alcohol, harassment and public/community safety 

Please stop those vehicles that make those really loud noises like explosives from their exhaust pipes 

I think you should reduce things that criminalise young people like not allowing them to be in a group and 'problematic congregation'. What's that 
exactly? Sounds a bit discriminatory. 
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I see no point in extending the PSPO unless there are resources to enforce it, which I doubt. Already it is impossible to get police attention for crime. 

Enforcement of yellow lines, particularly those over private drives 

Drug use, anti social excessively loud motor vehicles 

Dog Fouling and Control Orders 

I'd like you to specify gender- and sex-based street harassment in there as it is a huge local problem, we have an app for reporting it, we need to specify 
it an monitor it. 

 


